[The information within is a result of my own deduction as to what the Force might be, combined with information from Lucasarts games, the five movies, the old Swedish edition of the Star wars role-playing game, and the great number of Star Wars books released. Anything mentioned as a 'fact' is directly taken from an official Star Wars product, while speculations, interpretations and deductions are unofficial. A thanks goes out to ole' Barbro, for those psychology classes that finally came in use (if only to give me the word 'perception'), albeit not where it thought it would... ]

Note 1: What follows is a rather thorough explanation and some history of the Force. For the dice stuff, the right stuff and the rite stuff, scroll down to the mastery level descriptions and the Force knacks.

Ambient Force strength.

The Force is by no means human-exclusive, and among some races all individuals exhibit as much Force potential as the average human Jedi. But for some reason, just as the fate of the galaxy always is intertwined intimately with the destinies of humans, the peaks of the power of the Force is often found among human Jedis. The most prominent exception to this rule is Master Yoda, a many hundred years old individual of indeterminable species. Master Yoda has, for the past three hundreds years, been the senior tutor and advisor of the Jedi council. It was he who continued the training of Luke after master Kenobi died at the hands of Darth Vader. The first of the only two individuals who could possibly rival Yodas powers of the Force are Emperor Palpatine, who carried out his dark work while deceiving Yoda and the Jedi Council, concealing his powers. The second is Anakin Skywalker, later Darth Vader, who was conceived by the Force as the bringer of balance. Later, long after the Battle Of Yavin and the victory of the New Republic, Luke, in his search for Jedi pupils, will find a young man of Force powers far stronger than anything thought possible, even with by the standards of Anakin and Master Yoda. What has given this boy his powers is yet to be seen [meaning that it will have to wait until I have read the books after the 'Jedi Search' series ,-)].

Apart from master Yoda himself, legendary Jedi knights include: Father and son Anakin and Luke Skywalker, direct descendants of the Force itself, Obi-Wan Kenobi, their master and tutor, and Emperor Palpatine, the lord of the Sith and the nemesis of all light-side Jedi. Among the less legendary, but still galaxy-wide famous, we find: Qui-Gon Jinn, the master of Obi-Wan, Count Dooku, respected Jedi master turned renegade, Mara Jade, once right-hand woman of Emperor Palpatine, Kyle Katarn, mercenary who defeated an ancient evil at the Valley Of The Jedi, and Master Windu, the leader of the Jedi Council of the Old Republic.





########################################
Force powers

Note 2: the padawan, knight and master abilities represent those Force powers that are either innate, unconscious or automatic. Specific effects are produced by using the Force skills (knacks). All aspects of the Force, the innate abilities as well as the skills, are collectively referred to as 'Force powers'.

Remember that many unconscious or automatic Force powers can be very confusing, as the Jedi cannot always be certain as to the source of the sensations he feel. Automatically perceiving the strong fear of an individual in an adjoining room can sometimes do nothing more than confuse the Jedi. However, most sensations give a sense of direction, providing the Jedi with a clue to the source.

Note 3: each one of the Force mastery level descriptions and the Force skills are very detailed and mind-numbingly long. The Force is far more difficult to describe than Glamour, Villskap or Porté and so forth, with the possible exception of Sorté (remember, they all have whole books dedicated to them, and that is just enough, again with the possible exception of Sorté, which would require two hundred years of training at the hands of at least five Yodas...) So I ask you to bear with me, and the long descriptions, for the greater Good of the Galaxy. 

Note 4: After some values, such as the traits required for rolls, there is a short explanation enclosed in square brackets. This is to show why I have used the traits for that particular ability.

Note 5: What is not covered in here are the aspects of the dark and light side, and how Jedis stray from one the the other. A system for that will be developed, but in the meantime, assume that using destructive Force powers bring the Jedi gradually closer to the dark side. Using normal powers for destruction, or even killing other individuals, also affects the Jedi, but far less powerfully. Any action that would require a cold heart and cynical mind is a step closer to the dark side. In this way, it is sometimes possible for Jedis to cause great destruction without suffering any stains on their souls, provided they act with absolute certainty of their of righteousness. Don't let the players abuse this, however... Send them spiraling down into a maelstrom of destruction and sexual perversion if they try ;-)

Apprentice (Padawan): The padawan of the force can perceive, if just barely, the cosmic echoes of the Force at work around him, and occasionally pick up the small tremors that the life force of every living being produce. He or she can, with proper instruction, construct and wield a lightsaber, a powerful weapon as well the Jedi symbol of might. 

He is also subject to flashes of insight and occasional visions of far-away places. Disturbances in the Force, produced by other Jedis or the anguish and pain of injured or dying beings, are by far the strongest types of visions. These are all are controlled by the GM, and are to be used sparely. However, it is possible for other Jedis to communicate with the Padawan through brief sensory stimuli. When Princess Leia tells Han Solo to turn the Falcon around and head back to Cloud City to rescue the imperiled Luke, she is unknowingly responding to Lukes unconscious call for aid. As in the case of Luke and Leia, the force connection between relatives is considerably stronger than normal bonds, and allows for better communication, even unconsciously. 

Journeyman (Jedi Knight): The knight of the Force can now sense the Force, as it flows through all matter, as a steady pulse, and even determine the strenght of it, in beings as well as places. While extremely strong echoes, such as those produced in the Jedi temple or by the destruction of Aldebaraan (or indeed, the death of any individual close by), are perceivable by padawans or even sometimes untrained initiates, the knight can now determine the health of individuals, creatures and plants.  Furthermore, he picks up the emotional echoes of others, effectively giving him the ability to know the feelings those around him. This ability, however, is restricted to strong emotions, such as fear, panic, love or hate. Finally, he or she can also gain insight into his or her current situation, by studying the forces at work, and thus obtain guidance from the GM, whatever the situation might be. 

In order to gauge the health of a being or plant, the Jedi rolls Resolve [concentration] + [värde], against a difficulty modified by distance and the strength of the Force. Thus, the knight could easily determine if an individual at his feet is about to die with a simple roll, but gauging if the branch twenty feet above him would hold for his weight would require a very difficult roll. As a general rule, any living matter that the Jedi can touch is easily analyzed, while objects within twenty feet are just barely possible to feel. Objects just visible, but beyond twenty feet, are possible to gauge, but requires extremely difficult skill rolls and yield diffuse results. Objects or individuals with either very strong or very weak Force levels are easier to recognize, and lowers the difficulty accordingly. However, while matter with weak Force levels are easier to feel and recognize [they are anomalies], analyzing them is very hard, due to the small size of the Force within. And, reversely, extremely strong Force levels are easier to analyze. Thus, a knight can easily perceive a dying individual, due to the low Force levels, but must succeed extremely well to analyze those last whispers of fading Force.

Picking up the emotions of others requires a Wits [again Wits because of the attention and sorting abilities required] + [värde], against a difficulty modified by the strength of the emotion and the distance to the individual. In general, strong brief emotions are easy, while emotions felt for anything longer than a few minutes usually subside into a dull throbbing, requiring more difficult rolls. The knight cannot use this ability actively, and thus it is always invoked by the GM. However, the knight can open himself to the Force echoes of others with a Resolve + [värde] roll, giving him a free raise on any roll to pick up emotions, and allowing him to try to perceive emotions otherwise to weak to be felt. If the knight is involved in any activity that requires concentration other than talking, he closes himself unconsciously, and the effect ends. The knight can use this if he is involved in mentally demanding conversation, but only if it is directed towards the individuals he is communicating with. This is because while it requires concentration to discuss something vital and difficult, the Jedi is at the same time directing his mind towards the individuals he is trying to analyze. This ability provides a Jedi with great possibilities to read others, as he can drop subtle (or even outrageous) comments intended to affect others, and then read their response. This power is also a way for Jedis to hear the distress calls of individuals without Force powers, provided they are close by.

Gaining insight into a situation can be used in whatever way the GM and player wishes, but should be used sparely and preferably only in desperate situations. A possible in-game explanation for this is that knights only attempt this when in dire need, as it takes a toll on their concentration and coherency, and leaves them with headaches and confused senses, as a result of overstimulation of perception. Remember, they are trying to see everything around them, not just what our meager five senses can take in. A roll of Wits [sorting out different Force strands] + [värde] is required, modified by just about anything the GM can think of. Desperation, ambient Force strength etc... Many individuals in the same place increases the number of Force echoes greatly.

Knights are sometimes subjects to visions of the past, and can see far, far away. Just as with padawans, these visions come in dreams and unprepared moments, and are seldom useful. They can, however, inspire or give a knight subtle guidance. Knights are also far more susceptible to communication by other Jedis, and receive thoughts and images more easily, lowering the diffculties on communication rolls.

Furthermore, some Jedi skills are only available to knights and above.


Master: perceive the strands between people, see into the future.


Skills:
Typ som villskap-knacks. Förklaring ifrån Star Wars-rollspelet, det dära med yttre och inre grejjer.

Note 6: In their current shape, the Force skills are designed to cover rather broad areas of use, to reduce the number of skills and make their applications easier. Most of all, this lets the GM and players bend the skills, and be creative in their use.

Note 7: Many abilites have rather abstract mechanics, and can be used in almost any way. This is partly to encourage creativity, and to give the Force many applications, but also because I haven't had the keyboard stamina to create systems for each skill. Will be available, in time.

Visions: Only available to Masters. Controlled visions, of past and future, and of places.

Telekinesis, Others: Allows the Jedi to move objects and other individuals. Crushing bones or constricting the air intake requires the Knight mastery level, while great acts of destruction, such as tearing stone and metal into pieces, and to throw rocks and 

Defense: Multi-purpose defensive tool of the Jedi. Among other things, allows erecting a barrier deflecting physical attacks, and also to pull small objects in the path of blaster fire.

Mind Control: The classical ability of the Jedi to confuse others. In the movies, this ability is used to convince stormtroopers of the justification of the Jedis purpose. 'You don't need to see his identification. [wave of a hand, Jedis powers at work] I don't need to see your identification'. This ability is only available to Knights and higher. It allows the jedi to remain effectively invisible for a turn, + 1turn for every raise made.

Master can use this ability for greater purposes, effectively controlling the minds of their victims. Some of the greatest dark Jedis, such as the Emperor and the cloned [bla bla namn] used this to control whole fleets of Tie Fighters. This, however, takes a tremendous toll on power and sanity.

Force Telekinesis, Self: Great jumps

Force Speed:

The Lightsaber:


Film Examples of Force In Use:
###############################################################
The suggestions I would mostly like to see are proof that my gauging of the relative strengths of master, knights and padawans are wrong. If Luke does something in the first movie that only a knight or master should be able to do with my system, please do tell me, so that I can rewrite the Force mastery levels. Modifications to Force Skills, or even new skills or restructuring of the old ones are also very welcome.

What I am hoping for, is that other gamers now will contribute with stats for Star Wars weapons, extended combat rules for star ships, stats of prominent individuals in the Star Wars universe etc... perhaps we can together build an online Star Wars setting book for the R&K system. The swashbucklingness of Seventh Seas combat rules makes for grrreat lightsaber duels...
